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Abstract Reconstruction of central aortic pressure from a peripheral measurement by a generalized transfer function (genTF) works well at rest and mild exercise at lower heart rates, but becomes less accurate during heavy exercise. Particularly, systolic and pulse pressure estimations deteriorate, thereby underestimating central pressure. We tested individualization of the TF (indTF) by adapting its resonance frequency at the various levels of exercise. In seven males (age 44–57) with coronary artery disease, central and peripheral pressures were measured simultaneously. The optimal resonance frequency was predicted from regression formulas using variables derived from the individual’s peripheral pressure pulse, including a pulse contour estimation of cardiac output (pcCO). In addition, reconstructed pressures were calibrated to central mean and diastolic pressure at each exercise level. Using a genTF and without calibration, the error in estimated aortic pulse pressure was 

\[ -7.5 \pm 6.4 \text{ mmHg} \]

which was reduced to 

\[ 0.2 \pm 5.7 \text{ mmHg} \]

with the indTFs using pcCO for prediction. Calibration resulted in less scatter at the cost of a small bias (2.7 mmHg). In exercise, the indTFs predict systolic and pulse pressure better than the genTF. This pilot study shows that it is possible to individualize the peripheral to aortic pressure transfer function, thereby improving accuracy in central blood pressure assessment during exercise.
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1 Introduction

The relevance of blood pressure changes during exercise is well established and is an independent predictor of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [6, 13, 15]. Finger arterial blood pressure can easily be measured during exercise with the Finapres Methodology™, using the volume clamp method by Peñáz [18, 27] and the ‘Physiological’ criteria by Wesseling [28]. However, changes in finger pressure during exercise are not representative of changes in aortic pressure. In general, systolic pressure is higher in peripheral arteries like the finger [3, 5]. This physiological effect can also be observed in radial [19] and brachial arteries [16, 20]. This amplification of systolic and pulse pressure changes with cardiovascular state, thus with workload and is different between subjects [24].

The purpose of this study is to improve aortic pressure reconstruction during exercise by use of adaptive filtering. Earlier, we found that the major change in the transfer function (TF) during exercise was the shift in peak resonance frequency (Fpeak) of the individual aorta-finger TF [24]. To individualize the TF (indTF), we looked for relations to predict this frequency shift from parameters extracted from the measured peripheral pressure pulse and
patient characteristics. We used the dataset of seven cardiac patients as in our previous study [3, 24] to test if the bias and scatter in the reconstructed aorta pulse pressure are reduced with the indTF when compared to a general TF (genTF) [24].

2 Methods

2.1 Patients

The dataset was kindly provided by Dr. Blum. For detailed patient characteristics we refer to our earlier study [3, 24]. In short: seven cardiac patients, all males (Table 1), participated in an exercise protocol after selective coronary angiography. Nitrates, calcium channel blockers and β-blockers were taken by most of the subjects. Subject 1 was not under β-blockade and four subjects were moderately hypertensive.

The Ethics Committees of the Academic Hospital of the University of Utrecht (UMCU) and the Eemland Hospital in Amersfoort, the Netherlands, where the measurements were performed, approved the study. Informed consent was obtained from the subjects before the recordings were made.

2.2 Measurements

Ascending aortic pressure (AorP) was recorded with a calibrated tip manometer catheter (Millar type VPC 663). The measurement probe in this catheter is facing sideways, thus reducing kinetic effects during ejection. The catheter was inserted through the right brachial artery and located approximately 8 cm from the aortic valve. Calibrated finger arterial pressure (FinAP) was simultaneously measured with a Finapres model 5 (BMI, TNO, The Netherlands, formerly commercially available as the Ohmeda Finapres 2300 E NIBP). An appropriate size finger cuff was placed on the mid-phalanx of the middle finger of the left hand. Since hands were kept on the examination table, FinAP was corrected by subtracting 10 mmHg from all recordings to compensate for the 10–15 cm difference between finger and heart level. This was shown to be appropriate on average [24].

2.3 Exercise protocol

Exercise was performed using an electromagnetically braked cycle ergometer with the subject in the supine position. The protocol consisted of incrementing the workload by 25 W every 2 min, cycling at 70 rpm. The first step was 25 or 50 W, depending on the expected maximal capacity of the subject, which had been tested before. Only one subject reached the maximal workload of 175 W.

2.4 Data analysis

The FinAP and AorP signals were sampled at 100 Hz, with 0.25 mmHg resolution. Systolic and diastolic pressures and heart interval were calculated for each beat, using custom-made software. Heart rate (HR) was determined from the interbeat interval and mean arterial pressures (MAPs) were calculated by integration over one beat and division by interbeat interval.

2.5 Transfer function

Data at rest and during the steady states of the exercise levels were selected for analysis. In most cases, more than 1 min of artifact-free continuous data was available. The minimum accepted steady state period was 10 s; the maximum period was 60 s. For each participant and for each exercise level the TF from aorta to finger was determined using an autoregressive exogenous (ARX) model method [4, 24]. This is a time domain method in which poles and zeros of a TF are adapted in a least square approach to approximate the desired output from the input signal. We used an implementation with ten poles and zeros. An average ARX TF was determined from the resting data of the seven subjects resulting in a multi-

Table 1 Subject data, maximal workload, HR and blood pressures during rest and at maximum workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Max load (W)</th>
<th>Rest HR (BPM)</th>
<th>Maximal load HR (BPM)</th>
<th>MAP aorta (mmHg)</th>
<th>Maximal load MAP aorta (mmHg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values for main blood pressures (MAP) and HR are averaged over the data selected for calculating the TFs.
parameter average TF. The multi-parameter filter that is produced by the ARX method is less suitable for individualization. Therefore, a TF described by two 2nd order filter sections (one high-pass and one low-pass), as was used by Gizdulich [9], was fitted to the frequency amplitude response of the average TF, resulting in a characteristic genTF frequency response (Fig. 1). Using this approach, the lower, most important harmonics of the pressure wave are equally well processed as with the average TF. This genTF was then used as a starting point for the individualization. The TF was adapted so that the frequency of the peak (Fpeak) could be shifted to any desired frequency by lookup table, without affecting its gain.

Regression analysis was performed to develop a formula that could potentially predict the Fpeak to be used in each indTF. Data used for the prediction were subject parameters (age, height and weight), FinAP values (MAP, DBP, HR and max dP/dt, the maximal value of the time derivative) and values derived from a pulse contour algorithm giving stroke volume (SV), cardiac output (CO) and total peripheral resistance (TPR) [10, 23]. In addition, foot-to-foot pressure wave delay between AorP and FinAP was incorporated, as this parameter may also be estimated (see ‘Discussion’) non-invasively and is a direct indicator of a change in wave transmission [30]. As a suboptimal TF has the largest effect on the reconstructed systolic pressure, we avoided to include parameters in the regression models that have a direct relation to the finger systolic pressure.

The Fpeak predicted by the regression formulas was used to shift the frequency for the peak of the adaptable TF to give the indTF.

2.6 Calculations

Reconstructed AorP was calculated from FinAP using the genTF and the indTF. After application of the TF, the pressure wave was calibrated to central values of diastolic and MAP as is customary when a genTF is evaluated [12]. Although Finapres gives absolute pressure readings at the finger level, frictional losses and the pressure drop over the aorta to finger arterial segment may vary between subjects. When measuring an actual finger-aorta TF in a subject, these losses are incorporated in the TF as compensatory amplification. However, in case of a general reverse TF, the average value from the individual subjects at rest is incorporated in the filter. Therefore, theoretically, calibration is necessary for optimal results. In addition, this factor may not be stable during exercise. Both calibrated and non-calibrated values are therefore presented.

Reconstructed aortic pulse pressure (AorPP) using indTF and genTF gave indAorPP and genAorPP, respectively. The averaged differences between the reconstructed AorPPs and measured AorPP were then used for the comparison of results from indTF and genTF. Results of all comparisons are presented in Bland–Altman plots [2].

Calculations were done with Matlab™ (The Mathworks, Inc) version R2006b. Multiple linear regression analysis was performed using SPSS 11.5.2. Ranges of remaining errors are given as well as means and standard deviations (mean ± SD).

3 Results

3.1 Prediction of the resonance frequency by regression analysis

Regression analysis showed that pulse contour-derived CO [10, 23] (pcCO) as single parameter had the highest correlation with Fpeak (Fig. 2). The regression formula used to predict the Fpeak in the TF from pcCO was:

\[
F_{\text{peak}} = \text{pcCO} 
\]

Fig. 1 Fit of genTF on the average of seven ARX reverse TFs at rest. ARX filters from Stok et al. [24]

Fig. 2 Relation between resonance frequencies (Fpeak) during rest and exercise and pulse contour cardiac output (pcCO) calculated from the finger pressure wave
Fpeak = 0.32 * pcCO + 2.68.  

Correlations between Fpeak and HR, dP/dt, SV, TPR, delay, MAP or DBP alone were weaker (Table 2), therefore these correlations were not further used for the prediction of Fpeak.

Multivariate stepwise regression models constructed with the TF peak frequency as the dependent variable resulted in regression Formulas 2 and 3, with and without pressure wave delay as parameter:

\[
Fpeak = 0.07 \times (MAP - DBP) + 0.019 \times HR - 0.13 \times Delay + 2.71
\]

\[
Fpeak = 0.07 \times (MAP - DBP) + 0.023 \times HR + 0.65
\]

As opposed to the Fpeak, we found no correlation between the peak amplitude (gain) of the original ARX TFs [24] measured during different workloads and the above parameters or with the available subject’s biometric data. In addition, TF resonance peak amplitude did not change with increasing workload within any of the subjects. Therefore, peak amplitude was not considered in the individualization process.

### 3.2 Aortic pressure wave reconstruction

Differences between measured and reconstructed AorPP were reduced with the indTFs using any of the three regression formulas for prediction of the resonance peak. Formula 1 performed best with respect to precision although Formulas 2 and 3 were only marginally inferior. The incorporation of the AorP-to-FinAP pulse wave time delay in the regression, in addition to BP and HR, did not improve reconstruction. Table 2 gives the differences for rest and exercise combined using the genTF and the indTFs both without and with additional calibration. With a calibration for each level of exercise, precision improved using the indTFs, but a small bias was introduced. As can be observed in the corresponding Bland–Altman plots (Fig. 3a–d), the negative bias at the higher pulse pressures was reduced (for aorta pulse pressures above 70 mmHg, from -10.4 to -0.8 mmHg for the uncalibrated data).

Short traces of aortic pressure and reconstructed aortic pressure waves from three subjects are presented in Fig. 4, showing the wave reconstruction results using the genTF and the indTFs (Formula 1, pcCO) during rest and during each subject’s maximal workload. Maximum HR was relatively high in subject 1 and 5, and low in subject 6.

With the indTF, bias and precision improved and were well within Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) criteria for bias and precision (bias, defined as mean difference, less than 5 mmHg and precision, defined as SD of the difference, less than 8 mmHg) [1]. Results for the uncalibrated data with the genTF were outside the AAMI limits.

### 4 Discussion

In a small group of cardiac patients, individualized finger-to-aortic pressure TFs gave better pulse wave reconstruction during exercise than a genTF. Extra information from the peripheral pulse can aid in enhancing precision of central pressure wave reconstruction for different levels of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>Fpeak</th>
<th>indAorPP error (mmHg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPR</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max dP/dt</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcCO</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2 ± 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP + DBP + HR + delay (Formula 2)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP + DBP + HR (Formula 3)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3 ± 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genTF</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-7.5 ± 6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Regression results and reconstructed pulse pressure errors

Regressions between TF resonance frequency (Fpeak) and measured and/or calculated parameters and three regression formulas, respectively. Errors between reconstructed (RecAorPP) and measured AorPP using the three regressions are given for no additional calibration and calibration at each workload. Results for the genPP are also given (Max dP/dt is the maximal value of the time derivative of FinAP; MAP and DBP are FinAP mean and diastolic pressure; pcCO is pulse contour cardiac output; SV is stroke volume; TPR is total peripheral resistance; HR is heart rate and Delay is travel time between central and peripheral pulse wave)
Fig. 3 Bland–Altman plots (average ± 2 SD) plot of measured aorta pressure and reconstructed pulse pressure with the genTF (genAorPP, top) and the individual TFs (indAorPP, bottom). Results without (a, c) and with (b, d) additional calibration. Points are results from all measured workloads in seven subjects.

Fig. 4 Reconstruction (thin lines) of aorta pressure waves (bold lines) from finger pressure during rest and at maximum workload in three subjects. From left to right: genTF in rest and at maximal workload and with individual TFs (indTF) using finger pcCO in rest and at maximal workload. Subject 1 and 5 with relatively high maximum HR, subject 6 with low maximum HR.
exercise. This information can be easily and noninvasively obtained during a measurement, i.e., pulse contour (CO) or peripheral mean and diastolic arterial pressure and HR. In this study, data from only seven subjects were available as ‘trainings set’; therefore we could not evaluate our concept on a separate ‘test set’ group. However, these first results are promising.

During exercise, central pressure reconstruction from peripheral measurements is challenging due to the combined effects of shifting of the actual TF’s resonance peak (Fpeak) to higher frequencies and the shift in harmonics of the pressure wave with increased HR. In an earlier study, we found that a genTF underestimated central pressures at higher intensities of exercise in a number of the subjects, although it performed well at rest [24]. Similarly, Westerhof et al. [31] concluded that individualization did not improve the aortic wave reconstruction in patients at rest. In the exercise study by Sharman [22], where peripheral pressure (radial) was measured by tonometry at one exercise level (light to moderate), it was concluded that a genTF may be used during exercise. In our earlier study [24], we found a considerable spread in the reconstructed pressures during exercise which can be attributed to a higher maximum workload in our study (increases in MAP $+25 \pm 16$ mmHg and in HR $+51 \pm 21$ vs. $+15 \pm 7$ BPM) when compared with the study of Sharman. In effect, in the study of Sharman there was also a tendency to underestimate systolic pressure ($-4.7 \pm 3.3$ mmHg) with the largest deviations at the higher pressures. Here, we show that reconstructed pressure can be improved with adaptive filtering.

The use of genTFs is well accepted [7]. Several methods to individualize aortic-peripheral TFs have been proposed, mostly by model fitting, but without definite success. Segers [21] did not find a relation between the fitted parameters of a transmission line model of the upper limb and the physiological subject parameters. Sugimachi [25] used transfer delay for the individualization, but without significant improvement over a genTF, contrary to what would be expected from oscillatory flow theory [16, 29, 30]. A recently proposed method uses time delay as well as the knowledge that aortic flow is zero during diastole [26]. Karamanoglu [11] used adaptive filtering of the finger pressure wave making use of simultaneously derived carotid tonometric data. However, the latter is difficult to perform during exercise because of movement artifacts and it is unknown whether the aortic to carotid TF will be stable under those circumstances.

In this study, we proposed individualization by direct statistical correlation between one of the main features of the TF and physiological subject parameters, both by using the inter-subject variability and by introducing exercise evoked changes within each subject. Parameters were chosen that could easily be extracted form the finger pressure signal. The applied pcCO algorithm relates the pressure systolic area (PSA) to flow by an estimate of impedance, incorporating corrections for age, MAP and HR [10, 23]. PSA alone did not correlate with Fpeak ($R^2 = 0.027$). In addition, pressure wave delay between aorta and finger was incorporated on theoretical grounds [16, 25, 30]. This delay can be measured noninvasively using the ECG, but appropriate corrections for changes in pre-ejection period have to be made. However, time delay did not improve reconstruction over and above the more easily obtained pcCO.

During exercise, two major changes occur in the hemodynamic status of a subject: both HR and mean blood pressure increase. HR has no direct effect on pressure transfer, although some authors [8, 14, 32] mention an effect on distensibility or on pulse wave velocity independent of a change in pressure. Increased mean blood pressure will increase wave speed, which has a direct effect on travel time over the arteries and on the TF [30]. Travel time is reduced and the resonance peak of the pressure TF will shift to higher frequencies [16] as was confirmed in our earlier study [24].

Due to the increased HR during moderate to high workloads the harmonics of the pressure wave also shift to higher frequencies. The combined effect of changes in TF and HR makes the result of AorPP reconstruction with a genTF during exercise rather unpredictable.

The relevance of an increase in HR and the shift in Fpeak in relation to an underestimation of reconstructed pulse pressure can be understood when considering the harmonics of the pressure wave involved. At resting HR, the TF’s Fpeak (in our subjects on average at 4.25 Hz) was between the 3rd and 4th harmonic of the pressure wave, whereas most of the energy is in the 1st and 2nd harmonic. With increasing workload and HR, both the TF’s Fpeak and the HR harmonics are shifted to higher frequencies [24]. More so for the HR harmonics, but still mainly the higher harmonics are amplified on transmission towards the periphery. In this situation, a general reverse TF, optimized for the resting situation, will reduce the amplitude of the lower two harmonics, leading to a distortion of the reconstructed wave. A change in TF without a change in HR (as under complete autonomic blockade) will have a much lower impact, as only higher harmonics are involved. Pulse pressure will be underestimated to variable extents, an effect also described for the period directly post-exercise in a recent study by Payne [17]. These effects may reduce the applicability of a genTF, although at low exercise loads acceptable results may be obtained [22, 24].

With the individualized TF as proposed in this study, bias and scatter are reduced, such that central blood pressure can be reliably determined in an individual patient.
even at higher workloads. The results were well within the AAMI criteria [1].

4.1 Limitations

We were not able to test the concept in a separate control group. Therefore, this must be considered a pilot study in a small but important patient group. A possible age dependency was not investigated since we considered our group too homogeneous in that respect nor were we able to assess a gender-related difference.

In practical use during exercise, additional calibration will be difficult to achieve. However, even without calibration, the bias at higher pulse pressures is much reduced.

All but one subject were under β-blockade, therefore HRs were relatively low (Table 1), but increased in all subjects in parallel and maximum increase in HR was directly related to the maximum workload. We found no relation between the shift in Fpeak and the use of a β-blocker [24].

4.2 Perspectives

We consider that our results may form a basis for further research to improve the individualization of the finger-aorta TF. Only peripherally and non-invasively recorded data were used to individualize the TF, ensuring wide applicability. The proposed method can easily individualize a finger-to-aortic pressure TF, improving accuracy and increasing the reliability in individual patient’s blood pressure measurements during exercise.
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